haringey justice for palestinians
HJFP Briefing 12
“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution.
Don’t give me oppression and call it peace.
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.
Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom.
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.
My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.

Anti-Semitism
The BBC and other media supporters of the Establishment have had a field day during the last few
days - misrepresentation, innuendo and guilt by association, all aimed at Jeremy Corbyn. The Blairite
clique of the Labour party, still around in the Commons and Lords, far from supporting their Leader,
have done their bit to attack him.
As supporters of Palestine, this is a major concern. Jeremy Corbyn, throughout his political career,
has been a consistent supporter of Palestine human rights, thus the current Israeli Government is
terrified at the possibility of him being prime minister. It is out to discredit JC at all costs, and there is
no shortage of people and institutions in London willing to help the Government of Israel to bring this
about.
Set out below are counter reactions of “ordinary” people:
1.

Jewish members of Haringey Labour Parties

As Jewish members of the 2 Haringey Labour parties, we are concerned that media reports of anti semitism have increased recently. However these accounts aren’t of physical attacks on Jewish owned buildings or communities, although worryingly these
are still happening, but about anti-semitism within the Labour Party.
Even more bizarrely, the perpetrators identified in these stories have for the most part themselves been Jewish. From Glyn
Secker, Secretary of Jewish Voice for Labour who was suspended then reinstated, to Jewish members of Haringey Labour,
(Sunday Times, 18 March). We think it’s important to try and understand why this new development should be of concern to
everyone of Jewish heritage.
It’s difficult to talk about one dominant set of ideas or beliefs in Judaism with its diversity of beliefs, cultures and ethnicities. The
exception is a collective sense of our long history of persecution. Unless you are brought up as a Jew, it’s hard to comprehend
how this awareness shapes us as individuals. Remarkably one result of this long and brutal persecution is that Judaism has
had a positive influence throughout history on the arts, philosophy, business and on politics. We’ve almost always chosen the
path of active resistance to oppression rather than going under. When unable to find employment due to legal prohibitions, we
developed new trades and skills. Instead of closing our minds and focussing on what we knew, we opened them, challenged accepted ideas and developed new ones. We built a sense of community and solidarity, rather than competition, so we could thrive
together. From this has grown a tradition of debate, argument, freedom of speech and thought and humour.
Where we could leave the ghettos we’d been forced into, these ideas and values placed many of us on the progressive left of
politics, where we found a sympathetic space for our traditions. Many of us started a leftward political journey because of what
we learned in gatherings of family and friends at the Friday night dinner table, where food was served up with a healthy dose of
vigorous political argument. Here ideas were never silenced, but forced through an examination of logic and evidence, bringing
the religious tradition of interrogation of the scriptures into the home.
This tradition is central to who we are. It’s bound many of us together through periods of intense persecution. It’s guided us to
become a diverse and vibrant community with a disproportionately positive effect upon the history of humankind. Not a dominant
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force, but an intelligent, warm and humane influence based on open-mindedness and freedom of expression, because Jews
know better than most where, not following this path, leads.
That’s why this recent trend of denouncing fellow Jews for anti-semitism is so worrying. The root cause appears to us to be dif ferences over Palestine. The majority of Jews identify with the State of Israel as a Jewish homeland. Most British Jews are also
concerned about the plight of Palestinians and finding a peaceful and just solution. This dichotomy has long generated intense
debate amongst Jews. However, even in the very personal family arena, no matter how heated the argument, rarely will anyone
attempt to close down discussion about this and deny someone’s right to speak. Jewish traditions prevent that. And with good
reason. If we stop discussion and argument, we move away from what has served us so well.
This tradition of tolerant debate no longer seems to operate for some Jewish members of the Labour Party. Jews who’ve ad vanced a pro Palestinian argument are being accused of anti-semitism by fellow Jews. All allegations of anti-semitism should
be fully and fairly investigated under a transparent laid down agreed procedure. Yet where this has happened and the person investigated and the complaint dismissed, this is not sufficient for the accusers. The Sunday Times article mentioned above is a
good example. The article mentions that someone was investigated and cleared, and yet this is still mentioned seemingly in the
hope of giving credence, to other allegations.
The other events mentioned in the article took place over a period of six years and are themselves a mix of misquotes, half
truths and comments taken out of context. In the article it is alleged that Haringey Labour party is not a safe space for Jews.
The reality is nothing could be further from the truth. There are many Jews in Haringey's Labour parties. We just don't need to
constantly identify ourselves. Falsely calling Jews out as anti-semites doesn't make that any more likely.
Even so, of course there are anti-semitic comments made in the Labour Party. This should be rooted out and there should be no
tolerance of it when it happens. However this is no different, nor more frequent, than in wider society and upon inspection, they
come from both the left and right. More pertinently it comes from deep seated ignorance. It has been said that the Labour Party
should strive to be better than wider society, and it should, but being better doesn't come from making ill thought out attacks,
clouded in distortion and a lack of due process. The way to deal with ignorance is to educate and to enlighten the ignorant so
they learn to improve. Where poor judgement is found it should be met with fair judgement. This is not just the traditional way of
Judaism, it is the way of any progressive organisation or society."
Phil Rose, Bruce Grove Ward, Tottenham CLP
Zena Brabazon, Tottenham Hale Ward, Tottenham CLP
Alan Stanton, Tottenham Hale Ward, Tottenham CLP
Sue Hughes, Hornsey Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Dana Carlin, Hornsey Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Monica Gort, Muswell Hill Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Charley Allen, Crouch End Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Miriam Levin, Crouch End Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Amnon Baron Cohen, Fortis Green Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Beth Miller, Fortis Green Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP
Astrid French, Alexandra Ward, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP

2. http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/jeremy-corbyn-is-an-anti-racist-not-an-antisemite/
3. Robert Cohen - blogpost on yesterday's events • Jewish Voice for Labour.
Plus many supporting comments

4. Some Jews who demonstrated at Parliament in support of JC had abuse hurled at them.
A Jewish friend on FB:
"No, I haven't joined the Labour Party. But very proud to be with hundreds of Jewish socialists and anti-racists at Westminster
today. Amongst the crowd on the anti-Corbyn protest were people giving Nazi salutes and screaming vile abuse. How many of
them have been confronting the National Front, the BNP, the EDL and every sundry anti-semitic gang in the last 50 years"

5. Naomi Wimborne-idrissi's interview on World at One. Starts at 18' 55" for about 5 mins
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09wpms1

6. How the Gaza killings were reported
https://www.facebook.com/RedLabour2016/posts/609226836080765
https://twitter.com/hypergraphica/status/979741564166647809

7. And a comment on the above
"Headlines like this is one of the ways in which Western media legitimises and normalises the Israeli occupation and ethnic
cleansing of Palestine. Palestinians seem to mysteriously "die" in the vicinity of IDF soldiers, and when the Israeli military
attacks unarmed civilians with bullets and teargas it's referred to as "clashes", which reinforces in the public mind the idea that
this is some kind of two-sided conflict.
This is one of the main reasons many of us on the British left are so angry and sad at the people who are conducting and
enabling the current smear campaign against Corbyn. The people who are "outraged" at antisemitism in the Labour Party are by
and large the same people who actively or tacitly support the ethnic cleansing of Palestine, who support the violence, the
torture, the detentions, the apartheid system, the forced evictions, the destruction of crops, and the siege of Gaza (which, btw,
will be completely "unlivable" within two years according to the UN).
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I would never deny that there is antisemitism in the Labour Party, because all forms of prejudice exist to some extent there as it
does elsewhere in society. There's rampant misogyny in the party too, as I expect most of my female comrades have also
experienced. And there's all kinds of racism, there's homophobia, and evidently shocking levels of transphobia. None of this is
acceptable.
But the people who are currently attacking Corbyn for being "soft" on antisemitism are not concerned about racism, they are
concerned about socialism, and/or they're concerned about the world knowing what actually happens in Palestine. You cannot
be antiracist and condone ethnic cleansing and apartheid. The people attacking Corbyn are not only hypocrites, they are
apologists for and enablers of a state that oppresses and kills people because of their ethnicity.
But their tactics are effective. The Corbyn story was headlining on the BBC's World at One again today, meanwhile the death toll
in Gaza currently stands at 12 civilians. And when it does get reported, as in this article, it's with a pro-Israel bias that is
simultaneously so overt and so perfectly subtle. The people of Palestine deserve better than this. While we're fighting over
something Corbyn wrote six years ago, they are being killed simply for refusing to give up, for refusing to stop existing.”

8.

Letter from Howard Cohen - Attached.

“in light of the manipulative dossier by David Collier defaming the FB group Palestine Live with its blatant attempts to smear
Jeremy Corbyn as an antisemite by association, the following letter to the public has been written. " As you know, accusations
of antisemitism are, believed and shared without questioning.
So do read.
A LETTER TO THE PUBLIC IN DEFENCE OF PALESTINE LIVE
I write this letter in response to the vicious attacks by David Collier on the Facebook group Palestine Live and its members;
attacks which have been published uncritically in many of the mainstream media outlets in the U.K., as well as in the Huffington
Post and Israel’s Haaretz.
Let me begin by saying that I am a dual U.K. and Israeli citizen. I grew up and was educated in the U.K. and have been living for
the past 21 years in Israel. I am also a proud member of Palestine Live which has a solid membership of over 3000, a large
percentage of whom are Jewish, and which includes many Israelis like myself. Yet, according to Collier, who accuses both
directly and by association, Palestine Live is made up of a viper’s nest of anti-semites. The conflation of anti-Zionism with antisemitism is nothing new in British politics but today it has taken on a dangerous and ever-growing momentum fuelled by the
Israel Lobby and its protectors. Its aim is to put an end to justified criticism against Israel and to both mute and punish those
who do so. It must be proclaimed loudly and clearly – these are McCarthyist tactics and they have no place whatsoever in a
modern, democratic society where they are being used against those speaking out bravely against the violations of human
rights.
In over 250 sprawling pages, Collier uses cheap, rhetorical devices to discredit his opponents; his opponents being influential
public figures like Jeremy Corbyn who are clearly sympathetic to the plight of the Palestinians and critical of Israel ’s policies,
and those like Max Blumenthal who speak out publicly against them.
Let me take a moment to dwell on Max Blumenthal, for Collier devotes a considerable amount of pages to besmirching his
name and anybody who has association with him. Collier makes it clear from the outset that Max Blumenthal is a perfidious antisemite. And yet, as with the majority of those whom Collier attempts to liquidate, no valid proofs are presented to reveal why. So
vehement is Collier’s dislike for him, however, that the undiscerning reader takes for granted that Blumenthal must be the
monster that Collier depicts him as, and thus too all those whom Collier painstakingly finds guilty for associating with him. This is
the rhetoric that Collier uses throughout his poisonous dossier and for the uncritical reader it proves most effective.
And so a few words are necessary regarding Max Blumenthal. What Collier conveniently fails to point out in his “report” is that
Max Blumenthal is a well-known Jewish author, journalist and human-rights activist. Collier can not abide the fact that
Blumenthal is a high-profile peace activist speaking out against Israel’s apartheid policies and other violations of human rights;
nor can he abide the fact that Blumenthal spoke at the Russell Tribunal in Brussels where he provided powerful and shocking
evidence for the war crimes that Israel committed in Gaza offensive of 2014 when over 2000 Palestinians, including over 500
children, were killed. Blumenthal is certainly no anti-semite! He is a concerned Jew, like myself, and like hundreds upon
hundreds of other Jews who are members of Palestine Live and who are shocked and pained over the crimes that Israel has
committed and is continuing to commit against the Palestinians.
Collier, however, will not admit that there are Jews who oppose the ideology of Zionism and so the simplest solution for him is to
neutralize them, to sully their name and their character, by referring to them as anti-semites. For surely there is no dirtier word in
the English language today! There is, of course, another extremely useful motive for Collier to depict Blumenthal as a rabid antisemite. When Jeremy Corbyn makes a reply on one of the posts concerning a Blumenthal lecture in London which he was
unable to attend, Corbyn automatically (through Collier’s rhetoric) becomes an anti-semite too through association, rather than
the concerned humanist that he is!
There are also the academics in Palestine Live who are outspoken against Israel’s crimes and whom Collier believes must be
“dealt with” too. Figures like Dr. Alan Maddison, a dear 70-year-old retired biochemist with three degrees (whom Collier takes
pride in referring to as a “faux academic”). Dr. Maddison is a caring, cultured and compassionate human being who cares
intensely about the suffering of humanity and is vocal in defending the rights of the Palestinians. It would seem, however, that
Collier objects to the pain-staking work that Dr. Maddison has carried out to reveal the McCarthyist witch hunts taking place
under Labour; witch hunts designed to silence and expel those who critique Israel by conflating their critiques with anti-semitism.
Maddison’s claims that these witch hunts are largely politically motivated obviously irks Collier, as it undermines the very work
he is involved in, and so Maddison too must fall under the hammer of the sacred accusation.
Collier’s manipulative tactics to discredit Dr Maddison (over 20 pages of them) are similar to those he uses for many of his other
victims in the report. Maddison, like these others, is an anti-semite through association! Collier ’s “proof” of Maddison’s antisemitism comes through his claim that 43% of Maddison’s posts were comments “on shares already highlighted within this
[Collier’s] report.” The base rhetorical ploy involved here must not go unheeded. Maddison and others are charged with antisemitism for commenting upon posts belonging to those whom Collier has conveniently taken the pains to define for us as anti-
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semites. And we already know that deeply humanist Jews like Max Blumenthal, who dedicate themselves to exposing Israeli
war crimes and violations of human rights, are de facto anti-semites for doing just that!
I would like to finish this letter with a few words regarding my own connection to Elleanne Green and how important the group
she runs is for myself and for so many like-minded others. I joined the group in 2014, shortly after the Israeli offensive into Gaza.
I was invited by a valued Jewish friend of mine, Peter Cohen, who also has worked tirelessly for Palestinian rights for many
years, and who was aware of my deep distress. For I lived the bellicose horror from within Israel, witnessing at first hand a
nation hell-bent on causing death and destruction of an already depleted and oppressed nation. The demonization and
dehumanization of the Palestinians and the wish for their annihilation was pervasive. Huge billboards went up across the cities
sponsored by the banks, insurance companies and other institutions supporting the offensive, and actors and other public
figures who spoke out against the excessive force used and the ensuing carnage were expelled from their jobs and vilified in the
media. Indeed close to 98% of Israeli Jews supported the offensive and even though there were barely any protests, many of
those who did protest were arrested. Palestinians within Israel were attacked in the streets and many feared to go out in public.
Gideon Levy from Haaretz newspaper was given 24/7 bodyguard protection because of the very real death threats against him
for speaking out bravely against the aggression. The atmosphere was gruesome and I was close to a breakdown. I felt lost and
abandoned in a sea of the most intense nationalistic hatred and I had nowhere to turn. Both Peter Cohen ’s group Humanity for
Palestine and Elleanne Green’s group Palestine Live saved me from an emotional breakdown. I realized that I was not alone in
opposing this nationalistic frenzy that was slowly decimating another people in the name of a supreme ideology.
Though it comprised members from a myriad of countries and religions, I was both surprised and relieved by the very large
number of Jews who made up Palestine Live. They were people like myself who felt ashamed that Israel was behaving with
such questionable morality whilst claiming falsely that it represented all Jews throughout the world. We needed this base to cry
out from through our deep distress and pain, “Not in my Name!” And yet beyond this negation, our being there was also an
affirmation of our humanity and of our indignation at the great injustice that was taking place. And it was this affirmation too that
we needed to voice. For silence is complicity, and we all know from the horrors of our past where such complicity leads.
There is something very positive about Palestine Live. It facilitates the sharing of information of what is happening on the ground
that MSM simply does not report upon. I am aware of the fact that rarely some of the posts or comments were inappropriate.
There was the occasional conspiracy theory that was bandied around that detracted from the group’s purpose, and I criticised
these when I saw them. But Palestinian Live is no different from any other FB group in this sense. Elleanne was busy vetting the
posts most of the time alone, and with more than 3000 members, that is a formidable task. Sometimes unacceptable material
gets through, but this was, and is, extremely rare and is in no way representative of the group as a whole. Collier ’s attempt to
portray us as a nest of vipers crawling in anti-semitic rhetoric could not be further from the truth. Neither I, nor anyone else I
know, would have remained in the group were that the case. As mentioned, the group has been a life-line for many of us. In
addition to facilitating access to news stories, it serves to facilitate aid for Palestinians and also as a platform to advertise
protests and talks against the occupation. I have also published articles in the group against the apartheid reality in Israel and
many members from the group donated to the fundraising campaign that I set up for one of my students called Noor.
Noor was a Bedouin student at the Engineering College in Beer Sheva, Sami Shamoon, where I was teaching. He approached
me at the beginning of one of my courses in the spring of 2017 to inform me that he had no course materials because his house
had been recently demolished by the authorities. Orders had been given to raze the Bedouin village in the Negev, Um el-Hiran,
in order to build a Jewish-only settlement on the ruins. Noor told me how his father had been shot inside his jeep when leaving
the house to try to salvage the family belongings on the morning of the demolitions, and how he had been left to bleed to death
with all medical help denied him. His house, along with many others in the village, was subsequently destroyed and all Noor ’s
belongings, including his materials for study, were buried under the ruins, whilst the family ’s savings were stolen from the jeep
by the army police following the shooting. It was a heartbreaking tale. I had heard about the ethnic cleansing of the village on
the news and how they had tried to justify the murder of his father by falsely claiming he was a terrorist (until aerial footage and
first-hand witness accounts destroyed all the fabrications that the army and police had tried to assert in their defense). My heart
went out to Noor, even though there was so little I could do to help. He began the course sleeping outside under the stars upon
the ruins of his father’s house and I visited him there several times during the semester. I did the least that I was able to do
under the circumstances and set up a fund-raising campaign for Noor and his orphaned family. Elleanne was magnificent in
supplying me with contacts who donated generously, and many of the members of Palestine Live contributed too. I am indebted
to all of them.
In January of this year I left Israel. My conscience would not allow me to continue living in a country immersed in a supremacist
and fascist ideology at the expense of the rights and welfare of another people. The claims that are being made today by many
concerned Jews and non-Jews alike about the evils inherent within Israeli society should not be taken lightly. Despite the
attempt of Zionists to assert otherwise, speaking of the fascism inside Israel is not based on any anti-semitic platform; it is
based on a deep concern for the welfare and rights of humanity - and in this case the rights of the tragically oppressed
Palestinian nation both within the ‘67 borders and in the territories occupied since. It was no anti-semite but a deeply religious
orthodox Jewish philosopher, the most esteemed and prolific philosopher Israel has ever known, who first coined the term “JewNazi” in relation to the inhuman behaviour of the Israeli occupier following the ’67 territorial expansion. The term was not used
lightly then by Professor Yeshayahu Leibowitz and the similar comparisons that are increasingly being used today with respect
to Israel’s behaviour are not used lightly either. The reality is indeed a tragedy of utmost proportions both for Israelis and
Palestinians and we all in Palestine Live are profoundly aware of it.
Before I left Israel, I visited London in the summer of 2017 and there I met up with Elleanne after years of conversing through
our virtual channels. I was already aware of her deep humanity and compassion for the sufferings of mankind, but in person her
sensitivity towards the plight of others appeared even more pronounced and I became more informed too of the great sacrifices
she had made to singlehandedly maintain the running of Palestine Live. Elleanne cares about trying to right the wrongs in this
world and like all of us in the group she is not content to be silent and watch from the sidelines whilst such injustices are taking
place. As a result of her tireless work, Elleanne is respected and admired by many human-rights activists around the world, and
this includes well-known Jewish and Israeli activists like Ariel Gold, Miko Peled, Medea Benjamin and Max Blumenthal. She has
also received warm praise and encouragement for her work by Holocaust survivors like Lillian Rosengarten in Germany and
Suzanne Weiss in Canada as well as by the renowned Jewish professor emeritus of international law Richard Falk, all of whom
are members of Palestine Live.
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These attempts to discredit Elleanne as a person, and the group as an entity, through charges of anti-semitism are
unconscionable. Indeed the tactics that Collier is using is distressing to all of us, since acting as both judge and jury, he convicts
all members as one and depicts us all as loathsome creatures crawling within a hideous nest of racism. Nothing could be further
from the truth. A truth that Collier is intent upon eradicating. The truth that we are deeply-embedded humanists who insist on
standing up for the rights of the oppressed and crying out against the evils of fascism and supremacism.
Let it be abundantly clear! We will not be silenced nor intimidated into submission by the likes of Collier with his manipulative
rhetoric and unsubstantiated claims behind which lie his only too obvious political ends against Jeremy Corbyn and his
supporters.
Yours most faithfully,
Howard Cohen.
Written on behalf of Palestine Live
Born: London 1966
Resident of Israel: 1996 -2017
Currently resident in France.

9.

And finally, from David Rosenberg

I decided to say goodbye to an anti-racist, anti-fascist organisation today. The movement has suffered lots of divisions over the
years and I've managed to stay in and work with the different ones, recognising that they all have something to contribute. But
Hope Not Hate (HNH) crossed a line this week, with a deliberately libellous and damaging statement against someone I respect
deeply but is only human and makes some mistakes and expresses regret for them and moves on to continue the fight for a
better world. HNH were asking people to sign up to continue getting their mailings/info (some data issue). This is what I wrote
back:
I have reluctantly decided not to carry on getting emails from Hope Not Hate, an organisation I have been proud to be associated
with. Among various activities I did with HNH I was very pleased in particular to take part in interviews which were part of your
Cable Street 80 website work. I was very pleased to have played a part in the brilliant work that HNH did in Barking/Dagenham in
2010 when we put literature through every door in the borough. I have made donations to HNH’s work.
But to see an Anti-Racist and Anti-Fascist organisation writing libelous stuff about one of the most committed opponents of racism
and fascism, and one of the most dedicated supporters of human rights I have met in my life, whom I have known personally for
more than 30 years, is too much. I’m not talking about the mural. I could recognise the not very coded antisemitic messages in
what at a very superficial level looks like an anti-capitalist statement. And Jeremy Corbyn should have too. He has expressed
regret that he didn’t look at it more closely before posting a clumsy, throwaway remark about an attack on a piece of free street
art. I wonder why this wasn’t raised with him in 2012 when it happened?
What I am talking about is your untrue and incredibly damaging statement, that you know is a lie, that he gave money to a wellknown Holocaust denier. You are referring to money that was given to The Deir Yassin campaign many years ago, at a meeting in
which the audience were invited to donate, in which several liberal/reform rabbis were also in attendance. I don’t know if any of
them gave donations. I do know that the Deir Yassin campaign sometimes held meetings in a liberal synagogue. I am not aware
of anyone else who may have given that night being accused of giving money to a Holocaust denier.
The person running that campaign was a pro-Palestinian Jew who, at the time, seemed plausible to many people. If Corbyn is
guilty of anything on this occasion it is giving money in good faith to a Pro-Palestinain Jew. Some years later that individual started
blogging in his own name – not in the name of the organisation that Corbyn donated to on genuine grounds – statements that
crossed a line from perfectly legitimate opposition to Zionism, to totally illegitimate antisemitism. And the more he wrote, the more
he entered the quagmire of Holocaust denial.
Jeremy Corbyn would have needed to be clairvoyant to know that the person would take that turn, and would have been
extremely surprised to see a Jew take that path. There were other distortions in the HNH letter - like blaming Jeremy Corbyn for
responding a couple of times, when he was specifically tagged, with perfectly legitimate comments on a Facebook site which he
was added to, rather than signed up himself. Apparently he did not look at every post on that site which had many thousands of
contributors, some of which were antisemitic. That to me is a ridiculous form of guilt by association. But it is the defamatory and
disgraceful accusation trying to link Jeremy Corbyn with Holocaust denial that was my last straw as far as your organisation is
concerned.
I have other avenues to pursue my anti-racist and anti-fascist activism - which I will of course do. And I have no doubt that I will
continue to see Jeremy Corbyn on some of these activities. He has been part of anti-racist and anti-fascist struggles since his
teens. Though I doubt I will see many of the people that have opportunistically gone on a “Get Corbyn” hunt this week, in the
course of those activities.
Yours in considerable disappointment
David Rosenberg

Media Group
Haringey Justice for Palestinians, the Haringey Branch of PSC
04.04.2018
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